HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The earliest display method for 3D tomographic nuclear medicine cardiac studies was transaxial slices in the scanner reference frame. Incremental steps forward were display of sagittal and coronal slices and interactive slice scrolling capability. The heart orientation is different for each patient and a major advance facilitating standardized clinical interpretation was routine reorientation to the short-axis reference frame (1), where short-axis slices have a doughnut appearance for perfusion studies and orthogonal slices are the vertical and horizontal longaxis slices.
The next important advance was the bull's eye or polar map display (2-5), which compactly shows radiotracer uptake. It is generated by tracing rays from the left ventricular axis through the myocardium and mapping the maximum amplitude along each ray. The apex is at the center and concentric rings contain amplitudes in short-axis slices from apex to base. The polar map has been widely adopted by clinicians and research scientists (6) . Its usefulness was aided, oddly enough, by the relatively poor spatial resolution of nuclear cardiac images compared with the myocardial wall thickness: there is essentially just 1 independent amplitude value from each ray traced through the myocardium. authors have reported that they have no relationships relevant to the contents of this paper to disclose.
A significant advance in nuclear medicine cardiac display was 3D display using surface-and volumerendering (11) (12) (13) (14) . The displays are not really 3D, but are 2D projections of a 3D image space with embedded 2D surfaces or semitranslucent 3D objects.
The availability of fast 3D displays has been driven by advances in computer graphics (e.g., graphics
processing 
CONCLUSIONS
The amount of data to consider in evaluating the heart is increasing. Simple 2D displays may be helpful for providing an overview of the whole heart and its regional features before viewing more complex displays. Simplicity can be a virtue and the polar map, with its capability to distill and display information in a compact manner, will remain an essential tool in the armamentarium of nuclear medicine physicians and scientists.
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